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Customer Reviews

This book was required for a music class I took and I ended up really getting into it. Search around the web to find the companion videos for it and if you add in some internet research, this book will give you a nice, full understanding of world music. Only real complaint is that of course it is getting slowly outdated, though it holds up surprisingly well, and there was a study question or two to which you CANNOT FIND THE ANSWERS IN THE BOOK. I had to search em out online. Probably an edition error, but still a bit frustrating. Otherwise, good stuff that I will keep and surely reference.

THE BEAST OF MUSIC BOOKS~ rocks on~i AM VERY HaPPY WITH THE CONTENT, IT IS A GREAT REFERENCE BOOK. I LEARNED ALOT ABOUT WHAT ARE THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC.it goes international, tone, frequency, timbre . this is a must for understanding music theory

This textbook was required for school and it arrived as good if not better than described.

Came through for me big time, came in great condition

I ordered this product on Oct 10th, it is now Oct 20th and after two emails to the seller, I still have no clue if my order will ship.I will not be ordering textbooks or anything else from .com any more. There
is no link to contact, just the seller who won't respond to queries
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